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Abstract. We apply two distinct nonlinear techniques, kur-
tosis and phase coherence index, to analyze the modulus of
interplanetary magnetic field data|B| measured by Cluster
and ACE spacecraft from 1 to 3 February 2002. High de-
gree of phase synchronization is found across a wide range
of time scales, from 1 s to 104 s, in the magnetic field fluctua-
tions, both in the shocked solar wind upstream of Earth’s bow
shock and in the unshocked ambient solar wind at the L1 La-
grangian point. This is the first direct measurement of phase
coherence in the ambient solar wind turbulence. We show
that phase synchronization related to nonlinear multiscale in-
teractions is the origin of the departure from Gaussianity in
the intermittent magnetic field turbulence. In particular, we
demonstrate that at small scales near the spectral break the
intermittency level of Cluster is lower than ACE, which may
be a signature of the reflected ions from the shock.

Keywords. Interplanetary physics (MHD waves and turbu-
lence; Planetary bow shocks; Solar wind plasma)

1 Introduction

The solar wind provides a natural laboratory for observa-
tion of intermittent turbulence (Bruno and Carbone, 2005).
Nonlinear energy cascade (direct and inverse) due to multi-
scale interactions leads to localized regions of space plasmas
where phase synchronization (phase coherence) involving a
finite degree of phase coupling among a number of active
modes takes place. Large-amplitude phase coherent (inter-
mittent) structures seen in these localized regions dominate
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the statistics of fluctuations at small scales and have typical
lifetime longer than that of incoherent (random-phase) fluc-
tuations in the background.

A recent theoretical study of nonlinear waves shows that
phase synchronization associated with multi-scale interac-
tions is the origin of bursts of coherent structures in intermit-
tent turbulence in plasmas and fluids (He and Chian, 2003,
2005). Observational evidence in support of this finding in
space plasma turbulence was obtained by Hada et al. (2003),
Koga and Hada (2003) and Koga et al. (2007, 2008) using the
Geotail solar wind data upstream and downstream of Earth’s
bow shock, by Sahraoui (2008) using the Cluster data in the
magnetosheath close to the Earth’s magnetopause, and by
Telloni et al. (2009) using the SOHO data of solar corona;
and in atmosphere turbulence by Chian et al. (2008) using
the Amazon forest data.

The aim of this paper is to seek further observational ev-
idence of phase synchronization in space plasmas based on
the magnetic field data of Cluster and ACE (Advanced Com-
position Explorer) spacecraft. In particular, we compare
the phase synchronization detected by Cluster in the mag-
netic field turbulence in the shocked solar wind upstream of
Earth’s bow shock with the phase synchronization detected
by ACE in the magnetic field turbulence in the unshocked
ambient solar wind at the L1 Lagrangian point. Our analysis
is performed for the same time interval measured simultane-
ously by Cluster and ACE from 1 to 3 February 2002. This
paper presents the first direct evidence of phase synchroniza-
tion in the turbulence observed in the ambient solar wind. We
focus on the nonlinear analysis of phases and show that the
increase of phase synchronization follows the increase of in-
termittency (kurtosis), which is a demonstration of the close
relation between these two processes and a confirmation that
intermittency implies “building up” the coherent structures
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Fig. 1. Orbit trace of Cluster-1 and spacecraft position of ACE, in
the GSE coordinate system, from 19:40:40 UT on 1 February 2002
to 03:56:38 UT on 3 February 2002. The starting position of Cluster
is shown as a full circle.

(i.e., structures with a finite degree of phase synchronization
among a number of scales).

The physical conditions upstream of Earth’s bow shock
along the path of Cluster are expected to differ from the un-
shocked ambient solar wind in the vicinity of ACE. The mag-
netic connection between the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) and the bow shock may occur sporadically in the
upstream solar wind, as evidenced by a strong emission at
the local electron plasma frequency (Kellogg and Horbury,
2005). In contrast the ambient solar wind at L1, being far
away from the Earth’s bow shock, is not affected by the
shock. This paper carries out a comparative study of the de-
gree of phase synchronization across a wide range of scales
in the interplanetary magnetic field fluctuations in shocked
(Cluster) and unshocked (ACE) regions of solar wind.

Cluster has observed intermittent interplanetary turbu-
lence upstream of Earth’s bow shock. The first study of
solar wind intermittency using Cluster data was reported by
Pallocchia et al. (2002). They showed that velocity fluctua-
tions detected by Cluster-3 are slightly more intermittent than
Cluster-1 on 22 February 2001. Bale et al. (2005b) used the
Cluster-4 data of 19 February 2002 to show that both electric-
field and magnetic-field fluctuations of turbulence in the up-
stream solar wind display thek−5/3 spectral behavior of clas-
sical Kolmogorov fluid turbulence over an inertial subrange
and a spectral break atkρi∼0.45 (whereρi is the ion Larmor
radius). In the dissipative subrange above the spectral break
point, the magnetic spectrum becomes steeper while the elec-
tric spectrum gets enhanced. They suggest that Alfvén waves
in the inertial subrange eventually disperse as kinetic Alfvén
waves above the spectral break, becoming more electrostatic
at short wavelengths where wave energy is dissipated through
wave-particle interaction processes such as Landau or tran-
sit time damping. Narita et al. (2006) determined directly
the wavenumber power spectra of intermittent magnetic field
turbulence in the foreshock of a quasi-parallel bow shock us-
ing four-point Cluster spacecraft measurements; they con-
jectured that nonlinear interactions of Alfvén waves can lead

to phase coherence in the foreshock turbulence observed by
Cluster. Alexandrova et al. (2007) used the Cluster-1 data
of 5 April 2001 to demonstrate that in the inertial subrange
below the ion cyclotron frequency, the turbulent spectrum of
unshocked solar wind magnetic field follows Kolmogorov’s
law. However, after the spectral break the turbulence can-
not be characterized by a “dissipative” range. Instead, the
kurtosis (fourth-order structure function) increases with fre-
quency, similar to the intermittent behavior of the low-
frequency inertial subrange, indicating that nonlinear wave
interactions are operating to yield a new high-frequency in-
ertial subrange. Alexandrova et al. (2008) showed that the
magnetic field fluctuations within the high-frequency iner-
tial subrange identified by Alexandrova et al. (2007) is much
more compressive than the low-frequency inertial subrange
dominated by incompressive Alfvén waves. This increase of
compressibility is due to a partial dissipation (and destruction
of phase coherence) of left-hand Alfvénic fluctuations by the
ion cyclotron damping in the neighborhood of the spectral
break point around the ion cyclotron frequency, leading to a
new right-hand “magnetosonic” small-scale cascade charac-
terized by an increase of intermittency as well as spectrum
steepening.

ACE has monitored solar wind in an orbit around the L1
point. Burlaga and Vĩnas (2004) showed that the fluctuations
of solar wind speed observed by ACE are related to inter-
mittent turbulence and shocks at the small scales (1 h) and
can be described by a Tsallis probability distribution func-
tion derived from nonextensive statistical mechanics. Smith
et al. (2006) demonstrated that while the inertial subrange
of solar wind magnetic field turbulence measured by ACE
at lower frequencies displays a tightly constrained range of
spectral indexes, the dissipation range exhibits a broad range
of power-law indexes. Chapman and Hnat (2007) showed
that solar wind turbulence detected by ACE is dominated
by Alfv énic fluctuations with power spectral exponents that
evolve toward the Kolmogorov value of−5/3, and can be
decomposed into two coexistent components perpendicular
and parallel to the local average magnetic field. Hamilton
et al. (2008) found that on average the wave vectors of solar
wind magnetic field turbulence measured by ACE are more
field-aligned in the dissipation subrange than in the inertial
subrange, and cyclotron damping plays an important but not
exclusive role in the formation of the dissipation subrange;
moreover, the orientation of the wave vectors for the small-
est scales within the inertial subrange are not organized by
wind speed and that on average the data shows the same dis-
tribution of energy between perpendicular and field-aligned
wave vectors.

Recently, a phase coherence technique for characterizing
phase synchronization in nonlinear wave-wave coupling and
turbulence based on surrogate data has been developed for
space plasmas (Hada et al., 2003; Koga and Hada, 2003;
Koga et al., 2008; Sahraoui, 2008). The link between phase
coherence, non-Gaussianity and intermittent turbulence was
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Fig. 2. Cluster-1 magnetic field|B| (red, nT) and ion bulk flow velocity|Vi | (black, km/s) during the quasi-perpendicular shock crossing
(upper panel) on Julian day 32, 2002, and the quasi-parallel shock crossing (lower panel) on Julian day 34, 2002. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the beginning and the end of the selected time interval of Fig. 3, respectively.

established by Koga et al. (2007), based on the Geotail mag-
netic field data upstream and downstream of Earth’s bow
shock. In this paper, we investigate phase synchronization
due to nonlinear multiscale interactions and non-Gaussian
statistics using the magnetic field data collected by Cluster
upstream of Earth’s bow shock and by ACE in the ambient
solar wind at L1. By applying the phase coherence index
technique to quantify the degree of phase synchronization,
we show that its variation with time scales is similar to kurto-
sis indicating a significant departure from Gaussianity over a
wide range of time scales, which is enhanced at small scales,
in agreement with the leptokurtic shape of small-scale prob-
ability density function (PDF) of intermittent magnetic field
fluctuations in both regions of space plasmas.

2 Cluster and ACE data of 1 to 3 February 2002

Figure 1 depicts the orbit trace of Cluster and spacecraft
position of ACE, in the GSE Cartesian coordinate system,
from 19:40:40 UT on 1 February 2002 to 03:56:38 UT on
3 February 2002 during which Cluster-1 traverses the up-
stream region of the Earth’s bow shock. For this time inter-
val, ACE appears practically stationary in the scales of Fig. 1
and the Cluster tetrahedron scale was small (∼100–300 km).
For spacecraft separations of 300 km and mean solar wind
bulk velocity of 374 km/s (obtained for the selected time in-
terval) and assuming the Taylor’s hypothesis, the time scale
above which all 4 Cluster spacecraft observe the same ed-

dies is∼0.8 s. In this paper, our analysis will cover time
scales above 1 s (Fig. 10), hence the differences of measure-
ments between the satellites are indistinguishable. The se-
lected time interval, defined by the onset of the solar wind su-
personic/subsonic transitions, begins when Cluster-1 crosses
the shock front of a quasi-perpendicular bow shock by en-
tering into the solar wind at the time indicated by a dashed
line in the upper panel of Fig. 2, and ends when Cluster-1 de-
parts from the solar wind by entering into the transition (fore-
shock) region of a quasi-parallel bow shock at the time indi-
cated by a dashed line in the lower panel of Fig. 2. In contrast
to a quasi-perpendicular shock (Bale et al., 2005a) character-
ized by sharp transitions of the modulus of the ion bulk flow
velocity |Vi | and magnetic field|B|, a quasi-parallel shock
(Burgess et al., 2005) is characterized by a transition region
with repeated shock crossings, as seen in Fig. 2. This quasi-
parallel shock event has been analyzed by a number of papers
(Eastwood et al., 2003; Stasiewicz et al., 2003; Behlke et al.,
2004; Lucek et al., 2004). As mentioned in the Introduction,
when the Cluster spacecraft navigate in the upstream solar
wind they stay always very close to the bow shock, as a re-
sult magnetic connections to the bow shock occur frequently
(Kellogg and Horbury, 2005). Although we have selected an
interval outside of the foreshock region of a quasi-parallel
bow shock the magnetic connection happens from time to
time, for example, between 00:50 and 01:00 UT, and between
01:20 and 01:36 UT on 3 February 2002. Hence, the plasma
conditions of solar wind seen by Cluster-1 are different from
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Fig. 3. ACE and Cluster-1 magnetic field and plasma parameters for the selected time interval. From top to bottom: modulus of magnetic
field |B| (nT); the three components of the vector magnetic field (nT)Bx , By , andBz in the GSE coordinates; angle8B (degrees) of the
magnetic field relative to the x-axis in the ecliptic plane; angle2B (degrees) of the magnetic field out of the ecliptic; ion bulk flow velocity
|Vi | (km/s), ion number densityni (cm−3), ion temperatureTi (Kelvin), and ion plasma betaβi .

that seen by ACE at L1 since the solar wind turbulence mea-
sured by Cluster-1 is a combination of the ambient solar wind
plus fluctuations coming from the bow shock.

In this paper, we perform a nonlinear analysis of the mod-
ulus of magnetic field|B|=(B2

x+B2
y+B2

z )1/2. We are inter-
ested in analyzing the relation between phase synchroniza-
tion and intermittency of solar wind magnetic field turbu-
lence which does not require a detailed analysis of its field
components. As a matter of fact, in a similar study Bruno
et al. (2003) showed that the modulus and the components of
the solar wind magnetic field give the same qualitative behav-
iors of intermittency. The Cluster and ACE magnetic fields

are detected by the FGM instruments (Balogh et al., 2001;
Smith et al., 1998) at a resolution of 22 Hz and 1 Hz, respec-
tively, providing a set of 2 604 208 and 116 159 data points,
respectively, for the interval chosen. For the sake of com-
pleteness, Fig. 3 presents an overview of other in situ plasma
parameters for this interval. The three components of the
vector magnetic fieldBx , By andBz are given in the GSE
coordinates.8B and2B denote the angle of the solar wind
magnetic field relative to the Sun-Earth x-axis in the ecliptic
plane, and the angle out of the ecliptic, respectively, in the
polar GSE coordinates (Eastwood et al., 2003). These angles
can be obtained from the following relations
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8B = tan−1
(

By

Bx

)
,

2B = tan−1

 Bz√
B2

x + B2
y

 .

Figure 3 also shows the modulus of the ion bulk flow veloc-
ity |Vi |, the ion number densityni and the ion temperature
Ti (where the component perpendicular to the magnetic field
for Cluster is plotted). It follows from Fig. 3 that during this
time interval Cluster and ACE are immersed in a slow so-
lar wind. The ion plasma betaβi (the ratio between plasma
kinetic pressure and magnetic pressure) is calculated by the
following expression

βi =
2µ0kBniTi

B2
0

,

whereµ0=4π×10−7 [Henry/m] is the permeability of vac-
uum,kB=1.38×10−23 [Joule/K] is the Boltzmann constant,
ni is the ion number density,Ti is the ion temperature, and
B0 is defined here as the mean value of|B|. Plasma mea-
surements from ACE are provided by the Solar Wind Elec-
tron Proton Alpha Monitor (McComas et al., 1998), while
Cluster plasma measurements are given by the Ion Spec-
trometry experiment CIS (R̀eme et al., 2001). Note that the
CIS instrument of Cluster-1 is switched from the teleme-
try mode 14 (Compression Magnetosphere-4) to the teleme-
try mode 5 (Compression Solar Wind-4) at 21:55:11 UT
on Julian Day 32, and then to the telemetry mode 10
(Magnetosphere-3) at 01:15:04 UT on Julian Day 34 (Rème
et al., 2001), which account for the discontinuities seen in the
beginning and at the end of the ion number density and ion
temperature profiles indicated by arrows in Fig. 3.

Although the interplanetary magnetic field behaves some-
times as a stationary process (Bruno and Carbone, 2005), in
the time interval studied here there is a trend in the time se-
ries of |B| of Cluster and ACE, as seen in Fig. 3. In order to
guarantee the stationarity of data we remove a trend from|B|

by subtracting a cubic fitting (Macek et al., 2005) computed
from the time series of|B|. Figure 4 shows the resulting sta-
tionary time series of|B| for Cluster and ACE, which display
sporadic bursts of large-amplitude spikes typical of intermit-
tency.

The upper panels of Fig. 5 show the power spectral density
(PSD) of|B| for Cluster and ACE, corresponding to the time
series of|B| of Fig. 4; they depict a typical power spectrum
density of solar wind turbulence with a spectral break sep-
arating the inertial subrange from the dissipative subrange,
each with its own power law (Leamon et al., 2000; Bruno
et al., 2005; Alexandrova et al., 2008). The power spec-
tral density was computed using the Welch method (Welch,
1967), which consists of dividing the time series intoM

subintervals, multiplying each subinterval term by term by a

Fig. 4. Time series of the modulus of magnetic field|B| (nT) of
Cluster-1 and ACE, after removing the trend by computing a cubic
fitting of the original data.

window function (in our case we used the Hanning window
(Paschmann and Daly, 2000)) and then computing the power
spectrum of each subinterval using the fast Fourier transform.
The average of theM power spectra gives the PSD. This
method reduces the error of the spectrum estimate, resulting
in a narrower PSD. The spin frequencyfspin of both space-
craft are indicated in Fig. 5. The Nyquist frequencyfNyq,
defined as half of the sampling frequencyfs , fNyq=0.5fs ,
which marks the maximum frequency for which the PSD
gives reliable values (Paschmann and Daly, 2000), is equal
to 11 Hz for Cluster and 0.5 Hz for ACE.

The frequency range in which each PSD follows a−5/3
Kolmogorov scaling (i.e., the inertial subrange) can be de-
termined by constructing the compensated PSD, multiplying
the original PSD byf +5/3 (Biskamp et al., 1999). The in-
ertial subrange should appear as a frequency range in which
the compensated PSD is almost horizontal (i.e., zero slope).
The compensated PSD of Cluster and ACE are shown in the
lower panels of Fig. 5. To facilitate visualization, each com-
pensated spectrum is smoothed by dividing it into overlap-
ping subintervals shifted by one datapoint, each subinter-
val contains 10 datapoints, and then calculating the mean
value within each subinterval. Each mean value is plotted
at the center of the subinterval. The smoothed compensated
spectra of Cluster and ACE are shown in the lower panels
of Fig. 5 (black curves), and the vertical dashed lines indi-
cate the beginning and the end of the resulting inertial sub-
range. For both Cluster and ACE, the beginning of the in-
ertial subrange is defined as the first value of the smoothed
compensated PSD. For Cluster, the compensated spectrum
clearly shows a “knee” (i.e., a local maximum) to the right of
fspin, hence the end of the inertial subrange is defined as the
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frequency just before the “knee”. For ACE, the end of the in-
ertial subrange is defined as the frequency where a change of
slope occurs. For Cluster, the inertial subrange spectral index
in the frequency range 0.0026–0.3 Hz isqinert=−1.6±0.01
and the dissipative subrange spectral index in the frequency
range 0.6–3.74 Hz isqdissip=−2.1±0.01. For ACE, the
inertial subrange spectral index in the frequency range
0.0013–0.1 Hz isqinert=−1.5±0.01 and the dissipative sub-
range spectral index in the frequency range 0.18–0.33 Hz is
qdissip=−2.0±0.04.

The fluctuations of the modulus of magnetic field|B|

can be regarded as compressible (or parallel) fluctuations
(Samsonov et al., 2007; Alexandrova et al., 2008). The
total power spectral density PSDtotal is closer to the−5/3
Kolmogorov scaling than the PSD of|B| (PSD‖), where
PSDtotal=PSD(Bx)+PSD(By)+PSD(Bz)=PSD⊥+PSD‖,
PSD⊥ denotes the PSD of transverse Alfvénic fluctuations
(Samsonov et al., 2007). In the solar wind at 1 AU, magnetic
field fluctuations are mostly Alfv́enic and nearly incom-
pressible (Alexandrova, 2008) which implies that, within
the inertial subrange, transverse fluctuations contain more
power than compressible fluctuations.

The spectral break that marks the transition from the in-
ertial to dissipative subrange occurs near the local ion cy-
clotron frequencyfci=eB/mi in an appropriate frame. For
both Cluster and ACEfci∼0.12 Hz if we useB0 in the solar
wind frame. Since data are taken in the spacecraft frame,fci

has to be Doppler-shifted to higher frequency by a quantity
of the order ofVsw/VA, whereVsw is the solar wind speed
andVA is the Alfvén speed, in the interpretation of the power
spectra in Fig. 5.

3 Intermittency, non-Gaussianity and phase synchro-
nization

Figure 6 shows the scale dependence of the normalized mag-
netic field-differences of Cluster and ACE

1B =
δB − 〈δB〉

σB

, (1)

for three different time scales (τ=10 s, 100 s and 1000 s),
whereδB=|B(t+τ)|−|B(t)| denotes two-point differences
of the modulus of magnetic field|B| for a given time scale
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(lag)τ , the brackets denote the mean value ofδB, andσB de-
notes the standard deviation ofδB. It is evident from Fig. 6
that, for both Cluster and ACE, the magnetic field fluctua-
tions become more intermittent as the scales become smaller.
In terms of spatial scales, the three time scales in Fig. 6 corre-
spond to 3740 km, 37 400 km, 374 000 km, respectively, us-
ing the mean solar wind (ion bulk flow) velocity of 374 km/s
and assuming the Taylor’s hypothesis. Note that the spin fre-
quency is filtered from the time series of Cluster and ACE,
respectively, by applying an orthogonal wavelet decompo-
sition to the data using a Daubechies 10 mother wavelet
(Daubechies, 1994), and removing the scales corresponding
to the spacecraft spintone of 0.25 Hz for Cluster and 0.083 Hz
for ACE.

The intermittent characteristics of interplanetary turbu-
lence can be elucidated by the probability density function
(PDF) of magnetic field fluctuations. Thep-th order of the
structure function is formally defined as (de Wit, 2004)

Sp(τ ) =

∫
∞

−∞

P(1B(τ))(1B(τ))pd(1B(τ)), (2)

where P(1B) denotes the probability density function
(PDF) of magnetic field differences1B. The first four orders
of the structure function are statistical quantities that charac-
terize PDFs (Papoulis, 1965; Davidson, 2004), namely,p=0
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superposed by a Gaussian PDF (grey line). The areas spanned by
the curves of Cluster and ACE forp=4 approximate the value of
the flatness.

gives the sum of all probabilities (equal to 1 by definition),
p=1 gives the mean value of1B (equal to zero according to
Eq.1), p=2 gives the variance of1B (equal to 1 from Eq.1,
whose square root is the standard deviation),p=3 measures
the degree of asymmetry (skewness) of the distribution, and
p=4 quantifies the flatness of the distribution. Figure 7 plots
the integrand of Eq. (2) for p=0 (PDF) and 4 (flatness), de-
termined from the magnetic field fluctuations of Cluster and
ACE (Fig. 4), for 3 different time scales (τ=10 s, 100 s and
1000 s), superposed by a Gaussian PDF (grey line). It shows
that the PDFs of1B for both shocked and unshocked solar
wind are closer to a Gaussian distribution at large time scales
but deviate from a Gaussian distribution asτ decreases. At
small scales the shape of PDF (p=0) becomes leptokurtic,
exhibiting fat tails and sharp peaks. Forp=4, the flatness
of the distribution of1B of both Cluster and ACE increases
at small scales, indicating an excess of rare, large-amplitude
fluctuations. The areas spanned by the curves shown in Fig. 7
for p=4 approximate the values of the fourth-order (flatness)
structure function (de Wit, 2004). Table1 lists numerical
examples of flatness which shows that, for all three scales,
the level of flatness of magnetic field fluctuations of ACE is
higher than Cluster.
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Fig. 8. Upper panels: variations of structure functions with timescaleτ calculated from the magnetic field fluctuations of Cluster-1 and ACE
(upper panels) forp=1 (black), 2 (purple), 3 (light green), 4 (yellow), 5 (dark green) and 6 (light blue), the grey area indicates the inertial
subrange. Lower panels: structure functions after applying the Extended Self-Similarity technique, the bar indicates the previous inertial
subrange, and the grey area indicates the extended scaling range. For the visualization purpose, the stretched structure functions have been
normalized toSp(T ), whereT =0.044 s for Cluster andT =1 s for ACE.

Table 1. Numerical examples of flatness for three time scales.

τ=10 s 100 s 1000 s

Cluster 35.86 14.41 6.80
ACE 47.39 16.02 7.67

The departure from self-similarity in the magnetic field
fluctuations can be quantified by comparing the scaling ex-
ponents of higher-order structure functions within the in-
ertial subrange against the Kolmogorov universality theory
(Frisch, 1995). The characterization of departures from Kol-
mogorov’s 1941 theory (hereafter K41) is of great interest
since the K41 theory is a result based on the assumption
that the turbulence is homogeneous and isotropic (i.e., self-
similar). The upper panels of Fig. 8 show the structure func-
tions obtained from the following formula (de Wit and Kras-
noselskikh, 1996),

Sp(τ ) =
〈
|Bi+τ − Bi |

p
〉
∼ τα(p), (3)

for p=1–6. The scale is logarithmic for both axis. The
grey areas denote the inertial subranges determined from
the power spectral density of Fig. 5. The scaling expo-
nent for each order of the structure function can be ob-
tained by estimating the slope of a linear-fitting of the curves

within the inertial subrange. In order to improve the calcu-
lation of the scaling exponent, we apply the Extended Self-
Similarity (ESS) technique (Benzi et al., 1993), which con-
sists of plotting each order of the structure functionSp as a
function ofS3. This technique allows us to extend the scal-
ing range whereSp(τ )∼[S3(τ )]ζ(p). The scaling exponents
ζ(p)∼α(p)/α(3) can be found from the extended range. The
lower panels of Fig. 8 illustrate the application of this tech-
nique. The horizontal line represents the inertial subrange
before the “stretching” process, and the grey area indicates
the extended scaling range. Figure 9 shows the scaling ex-
ponentζ(p) as a function ofp, for Cluster and ACE. The
dashed line denotes the K41 scaling,ζ(p)=p/3. It is evi-
dent, from Fig. 9, that the scaling exponent measured by both
spacecraft display significant departure from self-similarity,
which implies that the magnetic field fluctuations in both re-
gions of space plasmas are intermittent. For the time interval
considered in this paper, the unshocked solar wind magnetic
field at L1 is more intermittent than the shocked solar wind
upstream of Earth’s bow shock, in agreement with Table 1.

Intermittency can be quantified by calculating the empiri-
cal estimate of the normalized fourth-order momentK (kur-
tosis) (de Wit, 2004),

K(τ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
δBi − 〈δBi〉

σB

)4

− 3, (4)
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Fig. 9. Scaling exponentζ of thep-th order structure function ob-
tained by ESS fitting for Cluster-1 and ACE magnetic field fluc-
tuations. The dashed line corresponds to K41 (self-similar) Kol-
mogorov scaling.

which is equivalent to flatness minus 3 (Frisch, 1995; David-
son, 2004). For a Gaussian signalK=0 for all scales;
whereas for an intermittent (non-Gaussian) signalK(τ)>0
andK increases as scale decreases within the inertial sub-
range. Figure 10 shows the computed variation ofK with
the time scaleτ for magnetic field fluctuations of Cluster and
ACE. We have chosen the lower bound of 1 s for Fig. 10 since
the measurements at scales smaller than 1 s are contaminated
by the noise level of FGM instruments. The test to find the
smallest time scale is done by over-plotting the instrument
noise level of 10−4 nT2/Hz (for both Cluster and ACE) on
the power spectral density of Fig. 5.

An alternative method of quantifying intermittency and
non-Gaussianity is to apply the phase coherence technique
using surrogate data by defining a phase coherence index
(Hada et al., 2003; Koga and Hada, 2003; Koga et al., 2007,
2008; Nariyuki and Hada, 2006; Chian et al., 2008; Nariyuki
et al., 2008; Sahraoui, 2008; Telloni et al., 2009)

Cφ(τ ) =
SPRS(τ ) − SORG(τ )

SPRS(τ ) − SPCS(τ )
, (5)

where

Sj (τ ) =

n∑
i=1

|Bi+τ − Bi |, (6)

with j = ORG, PRS, PCS. This index measures the degree of
phase synchronization in an original data set (ORG) by com-
paring it with two surrogate data sets created from the orig-
inal data set: a phase-randomized surrogate (PRS) in which
the phases of the Fourier modes are made completely ran-
dom, and a phase-correlated surrogate (PCS) in which the
phases of the Fourier modes are made completely equal. The
power spectrum of three data sets ORG, PRS and PCS are
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Fig. 10. Kurtosis and phase coherence index of|B| measured by
Cluster-1 (red) and ACE (blue). Letters a, b and c indicate scales
τ=10, 100 and 1000 s, respectively. The bars indicate the inertial
subrange of each spacecraft obtained from Fig. 5. The inverse of
the ion cyclotron frequencyfci∼0.12 Hz in the solar wind frame
is τ∼8.3 s, which is near the peak regions of kurtosis and phase
coherence index.

kept the same, but their phase spectra are different. An av-
erage of over 100 realizations of the phase shuffling is per-
formed to generate the phase-randomized surrogate data set
SPRS(τ ). Cφ(τ )=0 indicates that the phases of the scalesτ

of the original data are completely random (i.e., null phase
synchronization), whereasCφ(τ )=1 indicates that the phases
are fully correlated (i.e., total phase synchronization). Fig-
ure 10 displays the computed variation ofCφ with the time
scaleτ for magnetic field fluctuations of Cluster and ACE,
whose behaviors follow that of kurtosis.

The upper panel of Fig. 10 shows the variation of kurtosis
as a function of the time scaleτ . For large scales (τ&103 s)
kurtosis is nearly zero, implying that the magnetic field fluc-
tuations are near-Gaussian. For 10 s.τ.103 s, kurtosis in-
creases as the time scale decreases which characterizes in-
termittency and non-Gaussianity related to nonlinear energy
cascade within the inertial subrange seen in Fig. 5. The lower
panel of Fig. 10 shows the variation of the phase coherence
index with τ which presents similar characteristics of kur-
tosis, indicating that phase synchronization due to nonlin-
ear multi-scale interactions is responsible for intermittency.
The inertial subranges for Cluster and ACE (obtained from
Fig. 5) are marked with a bar in Fig. 10. The results of
Fig. 10 display similar trend as the upstream results of Koga
et al. (2007) obtained by the Geotail data at the Earth’s bow
shock in the sense that, as the scaleτ decreases, both kurto-
sis and phase coherence index increase until a certain scale
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where they reach their respective maxima, and then both kur-
tosis and phase coherence index start to decrease asτ de-
creases.

We conclude from Fig. 10 that either kurtosis or phase co-
herence index can be used to determine the degree of inter-
mittency and phase synchronization in solar wind turbulence.
Both nonlinear techniques prove that the solar wind mag-
netic field fluctuations, measured by Cluster and ACE, are
intermittent (non-Gaussian) exhibiting high degree of inter-
mittency (non-Gaussianity) at small scales and low degree of
intermittency (near-Gaussianity) at large scales, in complete
agreement with Figs. 6–9. It is interesting to point out that
the period of 10 s of Alfv́en waves analyzed by Eastwood et
al. (2003) in the same Cluster event, from 04:02:30 UT to
04:10:00 UT (outside of our interval), is close to the peak
of Fig. 10 where the intermittency is strongest. In addi-
tion, solar wind turbulence can be decomposed into coherent
(non-Gaussian) and incoherent (Gaussian) components using
the local intermittency measure analysis (Alexandrova et al.,
2008).

4 Conclusion

For numerical simulations and analytic formulation of turbu-
lence based on a set of deterministic plasma or fluid equa-
tions, in the absence of noise, it is natural to expect that
a departure from Gaussianity arises from nonlinear multi-
scale coupling in turbulent energy cascade (Frisch, 1995;
Davidson, 2004). In contrast, the observational data of space
plasma turbulence is an admixture of deterministic signal and
stochastic noise. Under this circumstance, a demonstration
of finite phase synchronization is required to ascertain the
nonlinear origin of non-Gaussian fluctuations.

Figure 10 shows that, within the inertial subrange, the de-
parture from Gaussianity increases as the scale decreases,
which is a characteristic of intermittent turbulence. More-
over, Fig. 10 shows that phase synchronization associated
with nonlinear multiscale interactions is the origin of inter-
mittency and non-Gaussianity, which leads to the formation
of large-amplitude phase coherent (intermittent) structures at
small scales. We have identified these large-amplitude phase
coherent structures as spikes in the time series of magnetic-
field differences in Fig. 6 and fat tails in the PDF and ex-
tended flatness in Fig. 7. Our computed results are consistent
with the Helios analysis by Bruno et al. (2003) of solar wind
intermittency in the inner heliosphere. For slow solar wind
at 0.9 AU, Bruno et al. (2003) obtained the values of 19 for
τ=100 s and 7 forτ=1000 s for flatness, which are close to
our numerical examples given in Table 1.

Large-amplitude coherent structures embedded within in-
termittent magnetic field turbulence in the foreshock region
of Earth’s bow shock have been detected by Cluster. East-
wood et al. (2003) detected, on 3 February 2002, large-
amplitude ultra-low-frequency (ULF) Alfv́en waves with

wavelength of 3400 km, in the foreshock region of Earth’s
quasi-parallel bow shock. Stasiewicz et al. (2003) reported
the measurement, on 3 February 2002, of the density pro-
files and wave spectra inside fast magnetosonic shocklets,
1000 km in size and amplitude of 10 times the ambient mag-
netic field, upstream of a quasi-parallel bow shock. Behlke
et al. (2004) observed on 3 February 2002 solitary waves,
as bipolar pulses in the spiky electric field moving at ve-
locities of 400–1200 km/s along the ambient magnetic field
with peak-to-peak amplitudes ofE‖=65 mV/m and paral-
lel scale sizes ofL‖∼300−600 m∼10λD (Debye length),
within short large-amplitude magnetic structures (SLAMS)
upstream of a quasi-parallel bow shock. In addition, Parks et
al. (2006) detected ion density holes accompanied by mag-
netic holes (∼3700 km) upstream of a quasi-parallel bow
shock, which are seen only with upstream particles, sug-
gesting a link with backstreaming particles interacting with
the solar wind. All the aforementioned observations (found
outside of the time interval analyzed in this paper) refer to
the foreshock region of a quasi-parallel shock which is a
patchwork of SLAMS slowing down and piling up. SLAMS
evolve from ULF instabilities excited by counterstreaming
plasma populations (Schwartz, 2006) and have amplitudes
2–4 times larger than the ambient magnetic field, with typ-
ical durations of around 10 s and transverse dimensions of
∼1RE (Lucek et al., 2004). Although the interval of Clus-
ter data analyzed in this paper is outside of the foreshock
region, we expect that some of the coherent structures dis-
cussed above may contribute to the intermittent turbulence
in this upstream region when IMF connects to bow shock
(Kellogg and Horbury, 2005).

Large-amplitude coherent structures in the ambient so-
lar wind have been found by Helios and ACE. Bruno et
al. (2001, 2003, 2005) reported the observation of coherent
structures in the intermittent magnetic field turbulence be-
tween 0.3 to 1 AU using the Helios solar wind data. During
a fast solar wind interval on Julian Day 49–52 1976 when
Helios-2 was at 0.9 AU and the solar wind fluctuations are
Alfv énic, they detected one coherent structure related to a
flux tube of scale size∼9×105 km (Bruno et al., 2001). In a
recent paper, Borovsky (2008) studied the statistics of 65,860
flux tubes in the ACE data for the period 1998–2004, and
obtained a median scale size of flux tubes of∼6.2×105 km
for slow solar wind and of∼4.2×105 km for fast solar wind.
These coherent structures (flux tubes) are spotted by large
changes in the magnetic field direction and the vector flow
velocity, and are associated with large changes in the ion en-
tropy density and the alpha-to-proton ratio. These flux tubes
map to granule and supergranule sizes on the Sun’s photo-
sphere. Borovsky (2008) suggested a method for using these
solar wind coherent structures for remote sensing of the dy-
namics of the Sun’s magnetic carpet. Note that the coherent
structures reported by Bruno et al. (2001, 2003, 2005) and
Borovsky (2008) have spatial scales∼105 km which corre-
spond to time scales∼103 s (assuming Taylor’s hypothesis
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andVsw∼4×102 km/s). These large-scale flux tubes might
be coherent structures convected by the solar wind from the
base of the solar atmosphere (Bruno et al., 2001; Borovsky,
2008).

It is worth mentioning that the most intermittent events
in the solar wind turbulence, which occur at time scales of
the order of a few minutes, have been identified as current
sheets and shock waves (Veltri and Mangeney, 1999; Veltri,
1999; Alexandrova, 2008). These small-scale intermittent
structures may be related to locally occurring magnetic re-
connections (Chang et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004; Greco et
al., 2009) and may play an important role in the phase syn-
chronization observed by Fig. 10 in the interplanetary mag-
netic field turbulence.

The results of this paper provide the first observational
proof of phase coherence in the ambient solar wind turbu-
lence, based on the magnetic field data of ACE at L1. Fig-
ure 10 indicates that the level of intermittency and phase
synchronization detected by both Cluster and ACE are very
similar except for scales around 10 s, where ACE observed a
higher level of intermittency and phase synchronization than
Cluster. The peak regions of kurtosis and phase coherence
index in Fig. 10 corresponds to the spectral break regions in
Fig. 5 where the magnetic field turbulence is dominated by
nonlinear wave-wave and wave-particle interactions. Since
Cluster is located in the shocked solar wind, the reflected
ions from the Earth’s bow shock can enhance the dissipa-
tion of nonlinear Alfv́en waves via ion-cyclotron damping
and other kinetic effects (Howes et al., 2008), leading to a
decrease of phase synchronization.

In conclusion, our study based on Cluster and ACE ob-
servations demonstrate that the intermittency in the mag-
netic field turbulence, in the shocked solar wind upstream
of Earth’s bow shock and in the unshocked ambient solar
wind at L1, is the result of phase synchronization intrin-
sic in nonlinear multiscale interactions. Numerical simu-
lations of nonlinear plasma waves have confirmed that in-
termittent events are localized regions of plasmas (or flu-
ids) governed by bursts of energy spikes (phase coherent
structures) where phase synchronization is operating (He and
Chian, 2003, 2005). Since large-amplitude coherent struc-
tures of small scales have typical lifetimes longer than that
of small-amplitude incoherent (stochastic) fluctuations, the
dynamics of an intermittent turbulence, ubiquitous in the he-
liophysical environment (Chian et al., 2006), is dominated by
coherent structures resulting from phase synchronization.
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